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PRESIDENT'S THOUGHTS 
 

This was the sports vehicle of the 
era from 1810 to approximately 

1910. This would have been an 
upper mid-range buggy and sold 

from $300 and up. 

 
The evolution of COOL. Being cool has 
a history just like most everything else. 
Last month we talked about cool in the 
50's and up to the present. But, one 

must realize that cool did not just happen. Before there were "car guys" 

there "horse and buggy guys". Cool was just as important then as cars 
are to us today. I don't know what the word was back then but, a 

little research has indicated that keen and lollapalooza were two I have 
heard and read. From 1810 to around 1910 the horse and the and 
wagon or buggy were the primary means of transportation within a fifty 

mile radius. Going further than that was accomplished by riding the 
train or boat. Since I was born a long time ago and grew up on a farm 

in rural Missouri I can remember when my father farmed with horses.  
The neighbors did the same. I rode a horse to school until I started 
high school and drove a team of horses every summer doing various 

tasks on the farm. By 1947 nearly everyone had a tractor and the 
horses were used for lighter tasks. All the farmers I knew kept their 

horses until they died a natural death. The horses were actually a part 
of the family. A common comment was "those horses should be 
harnessed up and used once in awhile for their own good". Sounds 

like the comments today about our cars--they should be driven. 

 

Back in the day your mode of transportation was usually determined by 

your income and social status, just like it is today. 

 

The average American living 
in a rural area had two 
horses and a wagon much 

like the one shown here. The 
wagon was a general purpose 

vehicle, like the pickup truck 
is today A typical farm wagon 
in 1900 cost $115 without 

wheels. Now we know where car options came from. A set of wheels 
cost $100. The assembled wagon weighed 1,540 pounds and had a 

load capacity of 5.200 pounds.  It was not considered a "courting" mode 
of transportation but many young men had to "make do" with it 
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Belgian draft horses. The more affluent one was 

the more upscale the ride. The hierarchy was 

wagon, buggy and then the carriage. The draft 
horses were for heavy work and the carriage 

horse for pulling that fancy buggy or carriage. 
These draft horses could easily pull five or six 
thousand pounds. It took a year in some cases 

for a team of horses to get along and learn to 
work together. Imagine one horse pulling and 

one not. A good trained team could cost as 
much as $2,000. 

 

 
 

A popular horse to pull the buggy was the American 
Standard seen here. 

 

This was one if the many breeds of horses used to get the 
cool guy around. They were faster than the draft horses and 
were just more cool! Racing was a common thing with the 
young men just as it is today. In circa 1900 a good horse 
cost about $76 and up. Buying a good horse was a big 
deal and horse traders were not highly thought of. Horse 
traders became car traders and the adversarial relationship 
continues. If a horse had suffered heat exhaustion they 
were never the same but, one did not know that until the 

horse was put to work. It was difficult to tell how old the horse was and how many miles it has 

on it. When a person sold or traded their horse it was usually for a good reason. Just like a car?? 
Horse trader "This horse was owned by an elderly school teacher and was only used go to 

church and do the "trading" (trading was the term for shopping back then) and was 
kept in the barn every night. This horse is eight years old according to the owner and 

was feed oats every day winter and summer".  This is where the savvy buyer looked at the 
teeth to check for wear. This was one means to kind of, sort of, determine the age of the horse 

because as the horse aged the teeth would wear down. Of course this was dependent on what 
the horse had been eating. The horse was rubbed and felt all over the body looking for something 
abnormal and an ear was pressed to the body to listen to the heart and lungs. Some buyers 

knew what they were doing and some did not (most did not). Just like today with our car 
buying experience sometimes we make out and sometimes we don't do so well.  If the horse 

looked like a nag, had been ridden hard and put up wet even the most naive buyer would walk 
away, usually. Once you got the horse or horses and the fancy buggy you were ready to hit 
the trail and be "COOL". 

 

This is a true sports buggy with the optional folding top. 

As you can see it was designed to be pulled by one 
horse. The barrier here to prevent splashing of "stuff" 
was called the dashboard and we have never stopped 

using that term. This type of buggy was often referred 
to as a roadster. There were many options available 

such as brakes, whip holders, blankets and even 
fenders. 
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This top of the line buggy is equipped with 
fenders and a folding top.  It was probably 
also chauffer driven based on the single 
front seat.  Means of providing heat for the 
passengers were heated rocks for the 
common man and some had a charcoal 
heaters. These heaters carried over into 
the automobile era.  I saw a Packard 
charcoal heater in a museum but alas I 
can't remember where it was. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Below is a photo of my Grandfather taken in 1908. He is the gentleman on the right. 

The photo was taken on a chilly day, as you can see they have a blanket covering their legs. 
Neither of my grandfathers ever owned an automobile nor did they ever learn how to drive one! 
Since he is not driving the horses I wonder if he could drive a team of horses. He was a merchant 
so I doubt he ever owned a horse. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The very rich had very expensive and tricked out carriages, just like today. 
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Sad to say there were buggy wrecks. These 
accidents were usually caused by a runaway team 
or a speed contest. My great uncle was killed in a 
wagon accident caused by a runaway team in 1914. 
Things that "spooked" horses and caused a 
runaway was that evil instrument of the devil, the 
automobile. In the case of my uncle a train was 
blamed for the runaway. 

 

During the great depression people with cars could 
no longer afford to drive them thus giving birth to the 

Hoover Wagon seen below.  I suppose this is more comfortable than a wagon and maybe more 
weather proof. 

 
This was the Hoover Wagon if you lived in the USA  and 
a Bennett Buggy if you lived in Canada. It is up to the 
reader to determine the practicality of this lash up. 

 
 

There are ongoing debates about pollution, global 
warming health issues, depletion natural resource, but 
living in the day of the horse had a few down sides as 
well. Below is an article from the 1880 newspaper talking 
about horse poop, etc. Research of this issue tells us it 
was a really big problem in every city in the USA as well 
as the rest of the world. 

 

 
 

This photo was taken in the mid 1920’s in Boston MA. 
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Motorcars outnumber horses, but not by very many in this crowded scene from Boston’s Quincy Market 

dating from the early to mid-1920′s. Easily forgotten today is how long dobbin lingered in our big cities as a 

viable hauler of freight. Also forgotten amidst the concern about air pollution during the last few decades 

are the accolades the automobile received in the early part of the last century as the solution to a pollution 

problem of another sort, that left behind by thousands of horses in the urban environment. For instance, by 

one estimate, in 1880 between three and four million pounds of manure were deposited on the streets of 

New York and Brooklyn every day and that each horse produced about a quart of urine daily, which added 

up to around 40,000 gallons per day. In that context, the automobile and motor truck represented real 

progress. Isn't it ironic that we are using a form of urea to reduce pollution in diesel engine. 

 

In the Amish communities one may take a walk back in time and see the cool buggies, wagons and good 

horses. 

   
 

Photos taken near Jamesport, Missouri. From left to right the "Sport Buggy" or 

Roadster, the family carriage and traffic in Jamesport. 

 

 
 

Nearly all of the Amish buggies used for transportation are single horse drawn. They go at a full 
trot all day long it seems. They average about 6 to 7 miles an hour. As you can see these 

buggies have lights, battery powered, rear view mirrors and hard rubber tires. These are 
probably what are referred to as German Baptist Amish. They are more liberal than other Amish 
sects. Many of the young guys even have radios in their buggies! This is strictly against the rules 

but cool is cool as we all know. The more conservative Amish have none of these amenities. 
Buggy in the rear appears to be heavily loaded on the right side. 
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CAR SHOW 
Studebaker, Packard, Pierce-Arrow 

by Steve Ross 

The Packard folks did quite well in the Cool Classic Show sponsored by the Studebaker Drivers 
Club. Karl Ramsing, Phil Pizzuto and I rendezvoused at the Vista Civic Center parking lot just 

as the dew was leaving the roses and headed south for Spanish Landing, led by Karl and his 
1929 roadster convertible. It was a sight to behold, three Packards running like Swiss watches 

Crusin down the highway at speed. Praising the San Diego weather is a worn phrase but, I have 
to say Saturday morning and the entire day was perfect! We were on the bay across from the 
yacht club and several boats swung by to admire the automobiles. The Packards and Pierce- 

Arrows along with a 1923 Studebaker in pretty much original attire and a 1929 Studebaker Paddy 
wagon were placed at the entrance to the show on the freshly watered lawn (yes some of the cars 

began to sink a bit). 
 
 

I must say the Studebaker people put on one hell of 
a car show. This was the best car show I have ever 

attended that was organized and presented by a car 
club. It was on a par with many of the shows 

sponsored by cities and other large contributors. It 
seemed like we had just parked and it was time to 
pass out the awards and drawing winners.  There were a 

lot of great items to buy a chance to win and the 
grand finale was the 50-50 cash drawing. Arthur 

Rosen from the SOCAL Region of Packards 
International drove his 1953 Panama down for the day. 
Every Packard that entered was a winner save one. 

Someone has to take a bullet for the team. The other 
automobiles should have a chance to win something. 

 

   
 

View from the show site across the harbor . Mr. Pizzuto putting the final touches on for 

the judges 
 

 
 

Art Rosen displays his winning plaque. This is a very 

nice 1954 Panama 
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Jim Woolsey is a winner. 

 

 
Karl and his 29 Roadster convertible take home 
another award 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Studebaker Paddy wagon is next to the Woolsey Limo and Pizzuto is still cleaning, 

even doing the top!! 

 

The Studebaker Drivers Club is very interested in having more joint events with our Packard Club. 
The shared venues in the past have been very nice and a lot of fun. Comments from the 

members are appreciated.  Though not common knowledge, Studebaker, Pierce-Arrow and 
Packard all shared a common bond during their history.  Studebaker bought Pierce-Arrow in 1928 

and then merged with Packard in 1954.  I am still unclear as to whether Packard and 
Studebaker merged, someone bought someone or?? The story is that Packard bought 
Studebaker and then quit making Packards? What was up with that. Guess it really doesn't 

matter much now. 
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Wash and Shine Car show 

  

Leo Carrillo Ranch 
6200 Flying Leo Carrillo Lane, Carlsbad, CA 

Saturday, November 15 

Event starts at 10 am 
Sponsored by Packards International San Diego Region 

Special Invitation to CCCA, Pierce Arrow Society and 

Studebaker Club 

Open to all cars especially, Packard, Pierce Arrow, 

and Studebaker 

Show your car; prizes awarded 

Guided Tour of the grounds 

Lunch provided by Boston Market 

$15 per person 

RSVP: Phil Pizzuto 

hppizzuto@sbcglobal.net 

760-724-6655 

Mail to: 1677 Mission Meadows Drive Oceanside, CA 92057 
(Make checks payable to Packards International San Diego Region 

 

 

 

Leo and his brand X automobile. 1936 Lincoln? 

mailto:hppizzuto@sbcglobal.net
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Pierce-Arrow society invitation 
 

Bar-b-que in Julian 

 

Julian Picnic 
1345 Keyser Rd., Ramona, CA 

Sunday, November 2 

Event starts at 11 am 
Sponsored by So. California Pierce-Arrow Society 

 

Special Invitation to CCCA, and Packard Club 

We will caravan from Ramona to Julian where we will picnic on 

Tri-tip, BBQ chicken and fixins including beverage and desert 

Tour begins at Wendell Shoberg’s house at above address in Ramona 

$25 per person 

RSVP: Wendell Shoberg 

wnshoberg@cox.net 

760-789-0382 

Mail check to: c/o Catherine Woolsey, 2052 Cima Ct., Carlsbad, CA 

92009 
(Make checks payable to PAS) 

 
 

 

 

Name:   # Attending:   

mailto:wnshoberg@cox.net
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE PACKARD WORLD 

 
Paul Erlich took some time out from working on his Packard to have a tune up 

performed on his main pump. All went well and Paul is home finishing up his 

recovery. 

 

Here we have a Packard hot on the heels of 

a Hudson in a stock car race in the early 

fifties. Packard did  not do well in the stock 

car races and for that matter no one did 

well against the Hudsons of the day. 

Hudson  was pretty much the king until 

Oldsmobile came out with their new V-8 

engine in 1950 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Believe it or not this is a spray on tanning machine. You just 
spray it on and you're good to go!  Looks like a gas pump. 
This came out in 1949 and evidently was not a big hit. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Curb parking in the 1940's. I think this is 1940. What say you? The sign in background says "Standing 

Driver at the Wheel" meaning that the driver must stay in the car. Why are the girls talking to the guy in 

the Ford? I say the Packard driver is an old guy or a lady. 
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If I understand this photo correctly, we have a lady 
in about 1928 dressed for the evening with her 

Lincoln, or maybe a Ford, parked in an trash strewn 
alley preparing to put water in the radiator from a 

fire hose. This photo was being used to depict the 
ease of taking care of your automobile, obviously 
posing for the camera. Oh well 

 
 

 

 
One never knows when or where a Cormorant will show up. This bird 

is mounted on a Peterbilt race car Transport 
 

pp 

  
 

Plaque on the entry to the Packard home on Lake 
Chautaqua, New York. The Packard family moved from 

Warren, Ohio because the Warren City council voted NOT 
to install electricity for electric lights. Since Packard made 
electricity light bulbs, the move seems to make sense. In 

New York, Packard installed an electric generator in the 
basement of the mansion. 
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WHAT IS IT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wanna have some fun? Identify the make, model and year (within five years) of this automobile and win 

a free pass to the Christmas party for one. 
First one to notify Steve Ross, with correct answer is the winner. 
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Yellow peril disqualified and removed from the Coronado 
speed festival car show. 

 
 

 

 
As anyone can plainly see this "no class Packard" has defiled the very essence of a respected car show by 
venting internal fluids onto the show field. This can be equated to peeing in the punch bowl. Buttercups 
evil twin the Yellow Peril is no stranger to this behavior. This sort of thing occurred at the La Jolla Concours 
d'Elegance as well as the National City Heritage days show. 

 

Fortunately Buttercup arrived and made amends for the evil twin and won first place! 
 
 

  

 
Winners of the Coronado Speed Festival not only won a plaque but were given a victory lap around the 
race track. Wow was that ever a great ride! Downside, we had to follow a pace car and never got over 

25 miles an hour. I was joined for the ride by our very own Gary Wysong 
and another couple whom we did not know. We invited them to join us and 
they accepted. We followed a '55 Chevy Six Powerglide. Consensus was 
we could take him if we had to. Gary gave our guests a run down on our 
Packard Club and a little history on Buttercup and his 1941 beauty. 

 

Drivers view of the grid preparing for the victory lap. There is nothing 
like looking down the hood of a Packard 
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CHRISTMAS PARTY REMINDER 
 

 

DECEMBER 13, 2014 

I know it seems like Christmas was just last week to some of us. We are returning to the Lazy H 

Steak House in Pauma Valley. The “Chinese” gift exchange, the highlight of our party, requires that 
we bring a "gift" so start looking for that special little something to share. 

 

AND 
 

Remember the Del Coronado New Year
s   

Day Brunch 
  

 

 
 

Yep, we are going back to the Del for their world famous New Years Day Brunch. Those who were 
there l a s t  year said "let's do this again" so we said "OK". If you did not go last year here is your 
chance. It is not often we get a second chance at something great. Negotiations have begun with the 
Del and the results will be appearing in the upcoming Predictors.  If your Packard ain't ready there 
are a little over two months to "get er done"! We need vintage automobiles to make this work for 
us. 


